INTRODUCTION
============

Information regarding the level and the location of the expression of genes is required to unravel the function of those genes during embryonic development. A wealth of information on gene expression levels in different organs and developmental stages in several species has been obtained with microarray, and more recently next-generation sequencing, studies. These data are collated and made available by the major databases, ArrayExpress ([@B1]) and NCBI GEO ([@B2]). The recently launched Gene Expression Atlas (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa>) aims to make these data accessible to non-expert biologists; the data are retrieved from ArrayExpress, and enriched through curation and statistical analysis.

These microarray data are mostly based on organ and tissue samples containing different cell types. The observed differential expression can be used to identify candidate genes related to different conditions or states of the harvested tissue samples. However, to test hypotheses on regulatory interactions of the identified genes on the cellular level, *in situ* gene expression information is required. Gene products, mRNA as well as proteins, have been visualized in whole-mount stained tissue samples and histological sections to determine the pattern of gene expression in the organ or tissue of interest. Enormous amounts of such *in situ* data are available in literature, where each paper reports on a limited number of genes, developmental stages and species.

Microarray data, giving the expression level of a large number of genes in a limited number of tissues per experiment have been collected in large scale databases. A similar joining of data on *in situ* gene expression is hampered by the larger variety of techniques employed to generate these data. Automation of the techniques used to determine *in situ* expression in the last decade enabled the start of large scale *in situ* visualization projects. This resulted in wealth of data on *in situ* gene expression of large number of genes from different species and developmental stages and exacerbated the problems in retrieving information from literature.

To remedy this situation, several initiatives were started during the last decade to make these data accessible via spatio-temporal gene expression atlases. We define a gene expression atlas as *a database containing anatomically annotated in situ gene expression information.* In other words, such a gene expression atlas describes gene expression within anatomically defined structures. These expression patterns can be based on the *in situ* visualization of the expression levels of mRNAs, proteins or transgenic reporters.

Note that, the microarray-based gene expression databases do not match our definition of a spatio-temporal atlas. However, via the gene identifier the gene expression levels determined with microarray studies can be linked to the *in situ* gene expression information contained in these atlases. Such a link is for instance implemented in GXD.

We selected all gene expression atlases that fit our definition, restricting ourselves to atlases describing developing vertebrates and covering at least 100 genes. To the best of our knowledge, 11 atlases ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) meet these criteria. These 11 atlases were reviewed to illustrate the different approaches used to build developmental gene expression atlases. Table 1.Atlas overviewNameFull project name and websiteSpeciesReferencesGEISHAGene expression in situ hybridization analysis <http://geisha.arizona.edu/geisha/>Chicken([@B3],[@B4],[@B31])MEPDThe Medaka Gene Expression Pattern Database <http://ani.embl.de:8080/mepd/>Medaka([@B6],[@B30])EMAGEEdinburgh Mouse Gene Expression database [www.emouseatlas.ora/emage/](www.emouseatlas.ora/emage/)Mouse([@B7; @B8; @B9; @B10; @B11; @B12; @B13])GenePaint.orgGenePaint.org [www.genepaint.org](www.genepaint.org)Mouse([@B14],[@B15])GENSAT[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Gene Expression Nervous System Atlas[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"} [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gensat/](www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gensat/)Mouse([@B16])GUDMAPGenito Urinary Development Molecular Anatomy Project [www.qudmap.org/index.html](www.qudmap.org/index.html)Mouse([@B17],[@B18])GXDGene Expression Database [www.informatics.jax.org/expression.shtml](www.informatics.jax.org/expression.shtml)Mouse([@B7],[@B19; @B20; @B21],[@B32])EURExpressEURExpress [www.eurexpress.org/ee/intro.html](www.eurexpress.org/ee/intro.html)MouseEuReGeneDbEuropean Renal Genome Project [www.euregene.org/euregenedb/pages/db](www.euregene.org/euregenedb/pages/db) home.htmlMouse([@B17])XGEbaseEuropean Renal Genome Project [www.euregene.org/xgebase/pages/entry](www.euregene.org/xgebase/pages/entry) page.htmlXenopus([@B22],[@B23])ZFINThe Zebrafish Model Organism Database <http://zfin.org>Zebrafish([@B5])[^1][^2]

Just over a decade ago, shortly after the fruition of research techniques to visualize gene expression patterns, the first developmental gene expression atlases started to emerge. Already in 1994, the available gene expression data from different modalities accumulated rapidly and the question was raised how to acquire, manage, analyse, interpret and disseminate these data ([@B7]). The need was expressed to answer both simple queries, such as when and where a particular gene is active, and more complex queries that require a deeper understanding of developmental processes ([@B7]). To enable such queries, a project was presented to develop a database to gather and retrieve information from diverse resources.

A few years later this project resulted in the developmental gene expression atlases GXD and EMAGE ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The cooperation between these atlases has the ultimate goal to create an integrated resource of mouse developmental gene expression information ([@B7]). In 1997, a prototype of a database was presented in which gene expression data from different sources was combined and anatomically annotated: the GXD ([@B19]). At the same time, the underlying database of EMAGE was described in detail. Spatial mapping of *in situ hybridization* (ISH) images to morphological reference models was then announced ([@B8]).

Publications on developmental gene expression atlases containing data from high throughput ISH projects appeared a few years later. In 2000, it was shown that whole-mount ISH techniques could be adapted to perform high-throughput gene expression analyses on mouse ([@B25]) and medaka ([@B26]). In 2003 and 2004, similar high-throughput techniques resulted in mouse atlases like GENSAT, covering the nervous system at different developmental and post-natal stages ([@B16]) and GenePaint.org, covering the whole embryo at a single stage of development ([@B14]) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Atlas contentsNameMutantsAges/Developmental stagesNr Genes[^a^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}AnnotationGEISHAYesHH[^b^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"} 2--271025AMEPDNoIwamatsu stages 15--441227OEMAGEYesTS 1--282533 (2488[^c^](#TF5){ref-type="table-fn"},10 012[^d^](#TF6){ref-type="table-fn"})O,SGenePaint.orgNoE10.5, E14.5 (whole embryo), E15.5 (Head), P7, P57 (Brain)1296 (16 412[^d^](#TF6){ref-type="table-fn"})AGENSATNoE10.5, 15.5, P7 and Adult3525AGUDMAPNoTS[^e^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}17--24, 26--282836OGXDYesTS[^e^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"} 1--26 and Adult8786OEURExpressNoTS[^e^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"} 23 (E14.5)14 900 (18 697[^d^](#TF6){ref-type="table-fn"})OEuReGeneDbNoTS[^e^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"} 23--28406OXGEbaseNoNF[^f^](#TF8){ref-type="table-fn"} 20--40210OZFINYesAll 44 stages10 501O[^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9]

In this review we will focus on: (i) the anatomical framework used by, (ii) the handling of the input of data in, and (iii) the retrieval of information from the atlases. Our aim is to provide insights both into the possibilities of the atlases, as well as to describe what more than a decade of developmental atlases can teach us about the requirements of the design of the 'ideal atlas'.

RESULTS
=======

Framework
---------

To enable comparison of gene expression data, information regarding these data has to be stored in such a way that they can be retrieved. In all atlases this is done using frameworks that always include a list of anatomical terms to specify the location at which an expressed gene is observed. Most often, in this annotation, the categories used to define the expression type are 'scattered', 'regional' and 'ubiquitous', whereas the expression strength is usually categorized as 'negative', 'unknown', 'weak', 'moderate' or 'strong'. In addition to this 'anatomical annotation', gene expression patterns can be spatially mapped into a 2D or 3D reference model, which we will refer to as 'spatial annotation' ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Frameworks. Panels **A** and **B** show the different frameworks used in the discussed atlases. All atlases except for EMAGE use a purely text-based annotation (A). In EMAGE the gene expression images are mapped into reference models (B). The ideal framework is shown in (**C**). Basically, this framework is used by the Allen Brain Atlas (except for the detailed ontology). The approach involves the mapping of sets of *in situ* gene expression images to a spatial framework. Enabling automated textual annotation and analysis based on the spatial location of the expression of a gene.

### Anatomical annotation

The complexity of the vocabularies used for anatomical annotation ranges from an unsorted list of terms to complete ontologies. An ontology can be defined as a computer-interpretable description of a knowledge domain. Definitions, such as classes and relations, are used to associate the entities within such a knowledge domain ([@B27]). The most basic relation used in ontologies is the subsumption relation '*is a*'. In the domain of a developmental gene expression atlas, important additional relations include '*part of*', '*develops from*' and '*gives rise to*' which can link anatomical structures within and between developmental stages. The ontologies used in EMAGE, GXD, ZFIN, XGEbase and MEPD are available via the Open Biomedical Ontologies website (<http://www.obofoundry.org/>). Within the OBO foundry ongoing efforts are made to design ontologies in such a way that they are interoperable and logically well formed. This includes the standardization of the used relations ([@B28]).

EMAGE developed a widely used anatomical ontology covering Theiler stages ([@B29]) (TS) 1 to 26 in mouse development and '*part of*' relationships within each stage ([@B9]). This ontology was adopted by EURExpress and extended by the GXD with its own vocabulary for adult mice ([@B21]) which also includes the 'part of' relationship. EuReGeneDb and GUDMAP further extended this ontology to a higher resolution for the genito-urinary tract ([@B17]).

ZFIN developed its own zebrafish anatomical ontology which covers structures of each of the 44 developmental stages of the zebrafish, arranged by functional systems ([@B5]). Within these systems there are 2210 different embryological and anatomical terms defined with '*part of*', '*develops from*', '*start stage*' and '*end stage*' relations (<http://www.zfin.org>). The developers of MEPD created a similar ontology containing 4173 terms for the 44 developmental stages of medaka, which follows the terminology used for zebrafish, mouse and *Drosophila* when possible ([@B30]). The relations used in their ontology are '*part of*', '*is a*' and '*develops from*'. The '*develops from*' relation is only used to link developmental stages and is not used at the organ level.

In a combined anatomical and genetics approach, XGEbase developed a schematic model of the stage NF 35/36 Xenopus pronephric nephron based on whole mount *in situ* hybridization, using 91 pronephric markers. These marker genes were projected onto the model to define segments ([@B22]). Anatomical terms were used to name those segments and to annotate the gene expression patterns within the pronephric nephron ([@B23]). For non-renal tissues the expression patterns were annotated using the Xenopus Anatomy Ontology, which includes the relations '*part of*', '*develops from*', '*preceded by*', '*start stage*' and '*end stage*'. The '*preceded by*' relation was used only to link the different developmental stages and not at the organ level.

Eight out of 11 atlases use an ontology in which relationships are defined. The other three; GENSAT, GEISHA and GenePaint.org are based on vocabularies without specified relations. On the website of GENSAT an unstructured list of nervous system structures and cell types are available. GenePaint.org uses a controlled vocabulary for the E14.5 embryo ([@B15]). This vocabulary contains 96 structures of which 70 are unique 'leaves' meaning that they are not further divided into substructures; most of the terms used are suggested by the Mouse Atlas Project ([@B10],[@B14]). Similarly, since a comprehensive chicken anatomical ontology is not available ([@B3]), the GEISHA team generated a controlled anatomical vocabulary based on a mouse atlas ([@B4]).

### Spatial annotation

Gene expression patterns can also be annotated by their spatial location in addition to the annotation using anatomical terms. This is done by mapping the gene expression images into a common reference space which is defined by reference models representing the embryonic morphology at the different stages of development. Currently, the only developmental gene expression atlas using spatial annotation is EMAGE. This spatial annotation is done by using reference models which cover Theiler Stages (TS) 7--20. Of those reference models, TS 7--14 and 20 are anatomically annotated ([@B11]). The reference models are 3D reconstructions made from images of stained histological sections from either wax-embedded or plastic-embedded specimens. The acquired digital images have a cellular resolution of 4x4x7 and 2x2x2 microns per voxel, respectively ([@B12]). These reference models are used to spatially annotate images of sectioned and whole-mount stained embryos, using the 3D space or a 2D projection of the reference models, respectively. Recently, reference models ranging from TS 15 to TS 19 have been linked to each other with anchor points. These anchor point are used to represent morphological positions that are roughly similar between pairs of reference models.

The other atlases do not apply spatial annotation. However, MEPD is developing a 3D framework which will be used as a 2D and 3D expression annotation tool ([@B30]). GenePaint.org, EuReGeneDb and XGEbase provide series of anatomically annotated reference image(s) of the whole embryo, the kidney and the pronephric nephron, respectively. In EuReGeneDb and XGEbase the different structures in these images are interactively linked to the vocabulary, facilitating searches for the genes expressed in those structures.

Input of expression information
-------------------------------

The discussed atlases started either as (part of) a project of one or more laboratories to make their own gene expression data available for the outside world in a practical way (MEPD, GenePaint.org, GENSAT, GUDMAP, EURExpress, EureGeneDB and XGEBase) or as community recourse (GEISHA, EMAGE, GXD and ZFIN) with the aim to collect and make available all kinds of gene expression information. The latter atlases and MEPD accept data from external parties or they extract information from literature ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The most important aspect of input of gene expression information is the anatomical annotation of the gene expression pattern. Table 3.Data inputNameCuration by expertAccepts external dataIncludes literatureInvites suggestionsGEISHAyn[^a^](#TF10){ref-type="table-fn"}yyMEPD--yn--EMAGEyyy--GenePaint.orgy[^b^](#TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}nnyGENSAT--nn--GUDMAPynnyGXDyyy--EURExpress--nn--EuReGeneDb--nn--XGEbase--nn--ZFINyyy--[^10][^11][^12]

### Entries

Five atlases, GEISHA, EMAGE, GXD, GenePaint.org, ZFIN and GUDMAP, mention that specialized curators or annotators are involved in the entry of new images ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) ([@B5],[@B13],[@B15],[@B18],[@B20],[@B31]). In Genepaint.org anatomical annotations are even independently confirmed by a second expert ([@B15]). In EMAGE the anatomical annotation of the section can be automatically generated when spatial mapping is performed into the 3D space of an anatomically annotated reference model ([@B11]). The partners of the GUDMAP consortium monthly submit their data to the editorial office, which curates these data and makes them available within the database ([@B18]).

The atlases EMAGE, GXD, MEPD and ZFIN accept data from other than directly related parties ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) ([@B5],[@B6],[@B13],[@B32]). In EMAGE submitted data becomes publicly available only when the original paper containing these data is published ([@B13]). GEISHA, EMAGE, GXD and ZFIN incorporate information from literature in their databases by manually annotating the published images ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). As shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} data are also exchanged between atlases. Figure 2.Data exchange. The arrows indicate the direction of data exchange between the different reviewed vertebrate atlases (rounded white cells). Only atlases that exchange data are included. The BDGP gene expression atlas (grey cell) holds expression data for *Drosophila* (<http://www.fruitfly.org/cgi-bin/ex/insitu.pl>). The rectangular cells are websites that combine the expression information of more than one species by importing data from the discussed atlases.

To facilitate contribution of data by external users, several atlases developed publically available software. EMAGE uses MAPaint software for spatial mapping. For EURExpress the application FIATAS (**F**ast **I**mage **A**nno**TA**tion **S**oftware) is used to anatomically annotate the expression patterns. GXD developed the application GEN (**G**ene **E**xpression **N**otebook) to store information concerning the gene expression data and submit them to the GXD ([@B20]).

### Data quality

For the users of an atlas it is important to find information on the quality of the data they retrieve. Atlases based on first party material, have protocols for data creation. The GENSAT website provides protocols for the generation of reporter mice and for the applied histological procedures. Similarly, all standard operating procedures are available on the GUDMAP website. The GEISHA website gives the protocols for their high throughput project. For XGEbase the information on how experiments were performed is described in a publication ([@B23]).

GenePaint.org does not provide procedures but states that: '*At all stages of data production, quality control steps are implemented. This includes sequence validation of templates, tissue quality assessment and inclusion of positive and negative controls for each ISH experiment*' ([@B14]). EURExpress indicates to use the same procedures as GenePaint.org.

For literature-curated and external party submissions the atlases use other quality checks. All data in GUDMAP is curated by their editorial office ([@B18]). ZFIN uses experts for curation of literature data ([@B5]). Unpublished data is carefully curated by GEISHA, before it is published on the website ([@B31]).

EMAGE gives specific information on data quality for every image on its website; curators scored both the quality of the images as well as the morphological similarity between the data specimen and the 3D reference model after spatial mapping; a three level ranking system ('good', 'moderate' and 'poor') is used for both parameters ([@B13]).

It is not clear from the available information what kind of quality controls the GXD, EuReGeneDb and MEPD have implemented.

Information retrieval
---------------------

For a user of an atlas it is important to know what kind of information can be found, how complete the database is, and which search options are available. In other words: can I ask the question I have and is the answer to it available?

### Database contents

As indicators of database completeness the number of genes or developmental stages contained in every atlas can be used. These indicators give only a rough indication because the number of structures annotated and the number of developmental stages varie per gene. As shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, both the number of genes and the covered developmental stages vary widely between the atlases. Note that some atlases contain, besides annotated data, also data which have not yet been annotated. ZFIN harbours the largest collection of genes while the full spectrum of developmental stages is covered: for over 10 000 different genes an anatomical annotation is available.

### Search possibilities

The usefulness of a gene expression atlas depends strongly on the way in which data can be retrieved. An overview of the search possibilities is given in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. All atlases offer the basic browse and query options on anatomical structure, gene and developmental stage. In most atlases gene names are extended with, or even linked to, GenBank, Ensembl, NCBI or Gene Ontology entries. Genepaint.org, EURExpress and GXD also enable the search for a probe sequence, which through a BLAST search, enables a search for database entries based on homologous sequences. Similarly GUDMAP and GXD offer a search on gene function through a link with Gene Ontology. Several search items are available in a subset of atlases: in GXD and ZFIN the user can search for literature, in ZFIN, GUDMAP, GXD and GENSAT the type of assay used to determine the expression pattern can be queried and gene expression strength and type are search options in MEPD and GENSAT. Table 4.Search possibilitiesNameGeneDev stageLocationAssay typeExpression typePattern similarityGene homologs/ paralogsSequenceGenotypeSQL accesGene functionAuthorSpatial locationGEISHA+++−−−−−−−−+−MEPD+++−+[^a^](#TF14){ref-type="table-fn"}−+[^b^](#TF15){ref-type="table-fn"}+−−−−−EMAP/EMAGE+++−−+−−++−−+GenePaint.org+++−−−+[^b^](#TF15){ref-type="table-fn"}+−[^c^](#TF16){ref-type="table-fn"}−−−−GENSAT+++[^d^](#TF17){ref-type="table-fn"}++−−−−−−−−GUDMAP+++++−−−−−+[^e^](#TF18){ref-type="table-fn"}−−GXD++++−−+++++[^e^](#TF18){ref-type="table-fn"}++[^f^](#TF19){ref-type="table-fn"}EURExpress+−+−−−−+−−−−−EuReGeneDb+−+−−−−−−−−−+[^f^](#TF19){ref-type="table-fn"}XGEbase+++−−−−−−−−−+[^f^](#TF19){ref-type="table-fn"}ZFIN++++−−−−+−−+−[^13][^14][^15][^16][^17][^18][^19]

EMAGE offers the very interesting and unique option to search for genes with similar expression patterns, which results in hierarchical trees of genes. EMAGE also enables spatial queries which can be composed by painting an arbitrary region, either onto a lateral whole mount view or into the 3D space of a reference model ([@B11]). Recently, these searches are extended with the possibility to search simultaneously within different developmental stages.

Implementation of the search functions varies per atlas. Most atlases provide search options by text queries and/or by browsing a hierarchical tree of anatomical terms. To help the user, the text queries can be composed by using a query generator disguised as a form on the web interface or by clicking on an anatomical location in a model image. The latter is implemented in XGEbase and EureGeneDb.

The ultimate form of search freedom is direct (SQL) access to the underlying database, which is provided by some atlases on request (GXD, EMAGE). This form of data access is only an option for expert users, because it requires programming skills and knowledge of the database architecture.

Related work
------------

Some databases that did not meet our inclusion criteria contain aspects that are valuable for the future extensions of gene expression atlases of vertebrate development, which will be discussed below.

The Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BDTNP) created a point-cloud reference model representing the nuclei that make up a *Drosophila* embryo during the 50 min before gastrulation ([@B33]). This reference model is based on confocal images with cells labelled for two genes: even-skipped (eve) and fushi tarazu (ftz). The expression patterns of these genes serve to register other embryos to the reference model. By staining for one of the reference genes, and a gene-of-interest with an unknown expression pattern the gene expression pattern can be mapped to the reference model. This can be done at a cellular resolution, because at this stage of development the *Drosophila* embryo consists of a constant number of cells ([@B34]).

The Allen Brain atlas uses a fully anatomically annotated 3D reference model of the adult mouse brain which serves as spatial framework to map images of gene expression patterns ([@B24]). For each defined area within this reference framework statistics such as the average expression intensity and number of expressing cells are determined ([@B24]). The developers of the Allen Brain atlas are currently developing the 'Developing Mouse Brain Atlas' (<http://developingmouse.brain-map.org/>). When available, this will be an atlas that offers extensive possibilities as it will be based on the framework of the Allen Brain atlas.

COMPARE ([@B35]) and 4DXpress ([@B36]) are databases that combine the expression information of more than one species by importing gene expression data from the gene expression atlases that were already set up for these model organisms ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Both databases include expression information of the mouse, zebrafish and *Drosophila;* 4DXpress also includes information from medaka ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Both databases link between species using gene homologs and orthologs. 4DXpress also provides links between developmental stages, though at a limited resolution ([@B36]).

DISCUSSION
==========

This inventory of gene expression atlases reveals that a number of atlas projects is thriving and is offering data on the *in situ* expression patterns of an increasing number of genes and developmental stages for all commonly studied species. However, despite the availability of this wealth of information, the number of references to these atlases in papers on the genetic regulation of development is limited, indicating an underutilization by developmental biologists. For example, an extensive search (without time constraint) for references to GenePaint.org resulted in only 37 articles that presented biological results. In contrast with this, the search: 'gene expression' AND 'mouse' AND 'development' resulted in over 4000 hits for articles published in 2008 alone. It may be argued that people tend to cite the original research papers, instead of the databases. However, in the case of GenePaint.org, only original data is included in the atlas, forcing the researcher to cite the database itself. Moreover, micro-array databases are frequently cited; for instance NCBI GEO is already cited over 5000 times ([@B37]).

It seems that most papers that show images to illustrate the localization of the expression of the described genes ignore the available *in situ* atlases as source for such images. One reason might be that *in situ* experiments are relatively easy and inexpensive to replicate. Although no conclusive information is available on the reasons for this disregard, the above inventory may point to some ways to improve the visibility of *in situ* atlases in literature, and by that fully exploit the potential of the atlases. These aspects mainly concern the framework used to annotate the expression patterns, the relations between the anatomical terms used in the annotation, and, to a lesser extent, the third party contributions to the data content, the data quality and the information retrieval.

Frameworks
----------

To facilitate the use of *in situ* gene expression atlases for non-morphologists, the best framework combines an anatomical and a spatial annotation. There are three major drawbacks of the use of only an anatomical annotation; (i) manual annotation is very laborious, (ii) the exact borders of developing structures are often controversial or poorly defined ([@B17]) and (iii) the delineation of gene expression patterns does not necessarily agree with borders of known anatomical structures ([@B8],[@B38]). However, although anatomical annotation may be far from perfect, it is hard to imagine how one can efficiently communicate about gene expression without some kind of anatomical annotation.

The laboriousness of anatomical annotation can be tackled by the use of annotated 3D reference models similar to the spatial frameworks implemented in EMAGE ([@B12]). Of course the 3D anatomical annotation of reference models is also a laborious task. However, this process has to be done only once after which the anatomical annotation of gene expression images can be instantly and automatically derived from their position in the annotated spatial reference model.

Image registration techniques that automate this spatial mapping process would make the spatial mapping even more practically applicable. There is still a lot of data available in the EMAGE database which is not yet mapped, reflecting the current practical problem of spatial mapping. In the BDTNP atlas, mapping is partially automated ([@B33]) using marker genes to facilitate the fitting into the reference model ([@B34]). The big challenge of this automated approach is to overcome the significant biological variation in embryo morphology. Especially, the temporal variation in organ development hampers the mapping of sections to 3D reference models of whole embryos. Mapping gene expression data from mutant embryos will pose additional challenges because their morphology can be very different from that of wild-type embryos.

There are of course several other problems that can make it more difficult to obtain a successful mapping. First, development is a continuous process but there will necessarily be only a limited number of time points available within a series of 3D reference models. Additionally, there will be technical variation between tissue samples, such as differences in background staining, tissue shrinkage and deformation. The last three problems will be more prominent for atlases that include data from different external resources. Moreover, techniques to register 2D images into 3D models which are needed to map arbitrary single sections into 3D reference models are still in their infancy.

We currently try to circumvent the biological variation in embryo morphology by focussing on gene expression in a specific organ instead of the whole embryo ([@B39]). However, a danger when focussing on an individual organ is that the area studied can be too narrow to cover the full development of that organ. For example, the main source for the growth of the early embryonic heart tube is the addition of cells from the pericardial mesoderm, which is not part of the heart ([@B40]). Therefore gene expression in tissues surrounding the developing organ should be included when all genes involved in its development are to be considered.

The additional complication with anatomical annotation is the controversy that often surrounds anatomical nomenclature. These controversies are often longstanding, deep and very complex, and range from completely different names for the same structure to structures with completely different names and borders. An example of such a controversy in heart research is the designation of the *sinus venosus,* of which the very existence is even discussed in birds and mammals ([@B41; @B42; @B43]). Such controversies are not limited to heart development as Little stated that *'in research in kidney development common terms are in use without clear histological boundaries*' ([@B17]). These controversies can be, at least partially, solved by using annotated reference models. Obviously, it will be very difficult to obtain clear descriptions of gene expression patterns when ambiguous anatomical terms are used. Since the meaning of terms used in anatomically annotated reference models will be clarified by their 3D spatial depiction in the models, it will be evident from the reference models what the defined borders of named structures are, even for controversial structures or borders. This will remove most of the ambiguity in the terms used in anatomical annotations.

A final complicating aspect of using anatomical annotation is that gene expression patterns do not respect borders of anatomical structures. This problem can be addressed by combining the anatomical annotation of a spatial framework with an annotation based on the expression profiles of a limited set of genes with known expression domains. To describe the 'gene of interest' more accurately, the anatomical annotation can thus be extended with a biologically more solid basis. In this 'genetic annotation' approach, the names of the resulting compartments are partially based on traditional anatomical names and are further specified with the combined gene expression domains. This approach is used in XGEbase, where gene expression domains of marker genes are used to distinguish different segments in the pronephric nephron ([@B22]).

Ontologies
----------

Ideally, an ontology with sufficient resolution for anatomical annotation is used. Basically, this resolution has two aspects. First, atlases differ with respect to the detail of the terminology used to describe the anatomical structures. In general one can say that atlases focusing on a specific organ (system) typically have a more detailed annotation than those covering whole embryos. Secondly, most atlases have a rather limited resolution with respect to the number and detail of the encoded relationships between structures. The use of ontologies with sufficient resolution has two major advantages to the use of a more simple annotation; (i) an ontology with a sufficient resolution on anatomical terms enables easier handling of variation of gene expression within anatomical structures, while (ii) sufficient relational resolution can reveal information not explicitly included in the atlases. The power of the atlases can be even further enhanced when the information within the atlases is combined, by establishing links between them via their ontologies.

A high anatomical resolution gives fewer problems with non-overlapping gene expression domains within a structure. This is because genes do not respect conventional borders and may be differently expressed at different locations within the same anatomical structure. With a higher resolution such differences can be better discriminated and described. Of course, this increase in anatomical resolution is limited by the biological variation in embryonic development.

A high relational resolution can encode valuable information for developmental biology and it can facilitate the automatic derivation of a potential large body of implicit knowledge contained in an atlas. To this end, ontologies should, next to the commonly implemented '*is a*' and '*part of*' relations, be extended with the use of '*develops from*' and '*gives rise to*' relations which can link anatomical structures within and between developmental stages at a (sub) organ level.

The '*is a*' and '*part of*' relations already offer important functionality used by the query systems of most of the atlases. When one wants to search for genes involved in artery development it would be a hassle to have to perform a search for every individual artery to find out which genes are expressed in arteries. The '*is a*' relation enables the query system to automatically derive all arteries, and therefore enables the user to search for all genes expressed within all arteries at once. Similarly, when one wants to study genes involved in kidney development, one does not want to query for each part of the kidney separately to find all genes expressed in the kidney. With the '*part of*' relation one could simply query the kidney and obtain results from all parts of the kidney.

Extension with the use of '*develops from*' and '*gives rise to*' relations can even give possibilities similar to the spatial links in EMAGE. Relations between structures and stages can then reveal relations between genes which can be the basis for new hypothesis on regulatory networks in time and space. The '*gives rise to*' relationship also makes it possible to link gene expression in a structure at a certain stage in development to structures that do not exist. This would enable the identification of genes thus far unknown to be involved in the regulation of the development of these structures.

Links between atlases can complete the information within them, and knowledge on different species can be combined. To easily establish these links, compatible vocabularies or ontologies should be used. Currently a substantial part of the mouse atlases are compatible; the GXD uses the ontology of EMAGE whereas GUDMAP and EuReGeneDb use a higher resolution extension of the same ontology. However, there are still a large number of different vocabularies used in the other discussed atlases.

Though ontologies exist for each species, these ontologies have not yet been extensively explored across species. Currently such relations are being established within 4DXpress by mapping between the developmental stages of Drosophila, medeka, zebrafish and mouse ([@B36]). The resolution of this initial mapping is rather low, because the number of developmental stages in this mapping is limited to eight ([@B36]). As a result, the most important stages in organ development are pooled into only three stages: *gastrulation, neurulation* and *organogenesis.* The low temporal resolution of this link between species makes meaningful comparisons between gene expression patterns during these phases of development very difficult. To avoid the reduction of classes (in this case developmental stages) resulting from the use of one common ontology, one could consider to map the individual species ontologies onto each other or a more abstract ontology of a class of species such as vertebrates.

Mapping species that are closely related makes it possible to maintain a high resolution which is not possible when the species are evolutionary further apart. It is obvious that mapping between two fish species such as zebrafish and medaka could be performed with a higher resolution than the mapping of the ontologies of Drosophila and mouse. However, any cross-species mapping of ontologies will be a great challenge. The controversies that already surround the anatomical nomenclature within one species, will feature more prominently when different species are to be combined. Moreover, organ development may not be synchronous even within the same class of species, and in the worst case some structures might not even be present in every species to be mapped.

Handling input to preserve data quality
---------------------------------------

An essential prerequisite of gene expression atlases is that sufficient information is provided to judge the quality of the data. Two important aspects of the quality of the data deserve attention: (i) the way the expression patterns of genes are collected, and (ii) how and by whom the anatomical annotation is performed. It has added value when all data are collected using the same quality standards.

In most atlases the quality of first party data is validated. However, in the decision to include data from external parties, one has to weigh the number of included genes and/or development stages against the possible loss of data quality. Because of the diversity of ways to visualize *in situ* gene expression, the quality of external data varies by definition. When these data are included into the atlas by literature curation the data quality in the atlas can still be controlled although the curator is dependent on the information given in the source papers. When data are directly added by an external researcher data quality may no longer be guaranteed.

This uncertainty about the quality of the data in *in situ* gene expression atlases may be one of the reasons for their low citation rate. However, when the external submissions include standardized information on the performed experiments this would allow others to judge the quality of the presented data. For micro-array repositories, the MIAME standard describes the minimum information required to ensure that the microarray data can be easily interpreted and that their analysis can be independently verified ([@B44]). Recently a similar specification for *in situ* experiments was developed: the minimum information specification for *in situ* hybridization and immunohistochemistry \[MISFISHIE ([@B45])\], The GXD, EMAGE and ZFIN databases are already able to archive the information in this way ([@B45]). Although, collecting all information is probably not a realistic goal for all data entries through literature curation, atlases should at least ensure that the user can judge whether the appropriate internal and external positive and negative controls have been used.

Another item that needs to be controlled to preserve data quality is the anatomical annotation of third party data. Anatomical annotation can be controlled by mapping the input images onto a common 3D reference model. An additional benefit of mapping onto a reference model would be that it allows direct comparison of different entries of the same gene. For example, in the BDTNP, the expression of each gene is measured in several embryos, mapped onto a reference model and averaged, resulting in more reliable data ([@B33]).

Although data which are not technically and anatomically standardized are not suited to form the basis for final conclusions, they can still be used to formulate hypotheses. Therefore, in the query results a distinction should be made between data of known and unknown quality in the atlas.

Information retrieval
---------------------

Retrieval of the information from the databases is crucial for the users of an atlas. Apart from the standard search possibilities, some atlases already provide more advanced options such as searches on: genes having similar expression patterns, gene homologs and paralogs, sequence and genotype. However, to fully exploit the information contained in the atlases, atlases should enable the search for associations between genes. Such possibilities now become available within EMAGE, where genes with a similar spatial expression patterns have been clustered at a specified time point ([@B13]).

An inverse experiment is performed for the developing chicken limb where spatial domains where found based on the expression pattern of 7 different genes ([@B46]). Similarly, data on 1030 genes contained in GenePaint.org were clustered based on their anatomical annotation revealing genes involved in a regulatory network in the brain ([@B15]). This shows that new functions of genes can be discovered when atlases offer queries based on computational analysis such as clustering of genes with similar (spatial) expression patterns.

Equally important as adding new genes is that the atlases can be complemented with data of lineage, proliferation and other important cell biological processes. Together these morphological integrated expression and developmental data provide new insights into the understanding of morphogenetic processes.

Finally, to encourage the use of gene expression atlases and to make efficient use of the continuous inclusion of new data, researchers should be able to store their specified queries and be alerted when new information is available. Such an alert system can be similar to those offered by for instance Pubmed and Scopus.

CONCLUSION
==========

More than a decade of developmental gene expression atlases has led to a number of thriving atlases that contain a wealth of publicly available information. However, in our opinion, the ideal atlas does not yet exist, which could be an explanation for the limited number of biomedical papers citing atlases.

This review shows that most ingredients needed to develop the ideal atlas are already applied to some extent in at least one of the discussed atlases. The ideal atlas should be based on a spatial framework, i.e. a series of 3D reference models, that are anatomically annotated using an ontology with sufficient resolution, both for relations as well as for anatomical terms. Relations should at least be used to link (sub) organs through time and to define '*part of*' relations. The resolution of the anatomical terms should be high enough to cope with variation of gene expression within anatomical structures. To define structures with poorly described or disputed borders, genetic annotation should be used to extend the ontology. Anatomical annotation of expression data can be automated when these data are mapped into these reference models. Moreover, collecting all gene expression data into a common 3D reference model allows the study of gene interactions using computational analysis.

To fully exploit the stored data, atlases, including atlases of different species, need to be linked to each other. The required gene orthologies are already available. One of the main challenges for the future will be the development of a mapping between (anatomical) ontologies of different species.

When an atlas uses an ontology with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution, implicit knowledge within the atlas can be disclosed. As shown by experiments in several atlases, analysis of the data contained in the atlases can reveal new spatial domains or identify genes involved in a regulatory network. The implementation of these analysis options would convert the atlas from just an image library into a hypothesis-generating and -testing system.
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[^1]: Basic information on the developmental gene expression atlases.

[^2]: ^a^Also known as BGEM.

[^3]: Specific information on the developmental gene expression atlases. Annotation is coded as anatomical annotation using a controlled vocabulary (A), using an ontology (O) and using a spatial framework (S).

[^4]: ^a^Textual annotated.

[^5]: ^b^Hamburger and Hamilton.

[^6]: ^c^Spatial annotated.

[^7]: ^d^Including genes within not annotated images.

[^8]: ^e^Theiler Stage.

[^9]: ^f^Neidhart and Faber.

[^10]: Information on data input. Input modalities are coded as yes (y), no (n) and unknown (--). The 'invites suggestions' column indicates whether the atlas will consider suggestions on which genes, or probe sequences, to include in the atlas.

[^11]: ^a^A submission webpage is under construction.

[^12]: ^b^Indepently confirmed by a second annotator.

[^13]: The search possibilities offered by the atlases are coded as present (+) or absent (−).

[^14]: ^a^Strength and pattern.

[^15]: ^b^Via sequence/BLAST search.

[^16]: ^c^Only on strain.

[^17]: ^d^Also celltype.

[^18]: ^e^Via GO annotation.

[^19]: ^f^Via annotated image.
